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Blue Mold of garlic may be caused by any of several Penicillium species, but most commonly
Penicillium hirsutum. While the pathogen can cause poor plant stands in the field, Penicillium
decay of stored bulbs is more common and more economically devastating. Advanced stages
of bulb and clove rot have a characteristic mass of blue to blue-gray growth.

Biology

Generally, diseased planting stock is the cause for blue mold field problems, as the pathogen
does not survive long in soil. Spores from diseased bulbs can spread and contaminate
otherwise healthy bulbs and cloves during cracking of bulbs for planting. Any wounds facilitate
pathogen spread by providing entry points. The pathogen survives in and on infected cloves.

Symptoms

Field symptoms may include yellowed and stunted plants, often associated with a decaying
clove. Advanced symptoms appear as masses of blue or blue-gray fungal growth at the base
or sides of the bulb.

Bulb and clove symptoms may start as soft spots, taking on a water-soaked appearance. Eventually, the clove may totally decay, typically covered with
masses of blue or blue-green fungal growth. Frequently secondary invaders will follow the blue mold pathogen into garlic cloves and bulbs. Infected
bulbs often have a slack wrapper owing to decay of cloves inside.
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Healthy garlic bulb on left alongside a garlic bulb with
Blue Mold.
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Management

The following management steps can reduce or avoid the spread of Penicillium:

After harvest, avoid trimming the tops too close to cloves. Likewise, avoid trimming the roots too close to the basal plate, as spores can enter
wounds.

Properly cure and dry harvested bulbs—this is critical. Proper drying and curing of injuries will reduce entry points and make conditions
unfavorable for the pathogen. Cure harvested garlic in a single layer, in a warm, dry place with good air movement. Drying racks with mesh
screen and a fan provide the best conditions. Cure for three to four weeks until well-dried; then move to a storage location.

Cull out diseased bulbs before cracking and planting, as they are the primary source of inoculum.

Dispose of infected bulbs off-farm: do not compost them.

Take care in handling bulbs during cracking in order to avoid bruising or wounding, reducing entry points for the pathogen.

Plant the cloves as soon as possible after cracking to reduce exposure to the blue mold spores.

Practice crop rotation, in space as well as time, to effectively reduce the pathogen.
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